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About us
We Are Tradinos, Experts of Momentum

Welcome to Tradinos, where our team combines a passion for art with 
advanced programming skills to create a unique presence in the industry. 
Our team is known for being innovative, driven, warm, and welcoming.

At Tradinos, we believe that art and technology are intertwined and 
inseparable, and this belief is deeply ingrained in our team of highly skilled 
and talented professionals. This unique perspective sets us apart and drives 
the growth of the creative industry in our local and regional communities.

Our commitment to staying at the forefront of the industry allows us to 
continuously deliver diverse and dynamic solutions to the world of technology.



We strive to push the boundaries of technology 

and innovation, creating software that not only 

meets but exceeds the needs and expectations 

of our clients. We believe in fostering a culture 

of excellence and continuously elevating our 

standards to stay ahead of the competition.

Innovation Unleashed

OUR 

Mission



As we envision the future, we see a world where 

art and innovation intersect, creating a robust 

and unbreakable connection between 

creativity, critical thinking, and engineering. 

This world is one where the power of innovation 

and development is maximized, with a perfect 

blend of artistic creation and advanced 

technology driving progress forward.

Our 

Vision



 Expertise and Experienc

 A Team of Skilled Professional

 Exceptional Results Guarantee

 Quality Product

 Revolutionary Solution

 Trusted and Reliable Partner

Opting for Tradinos should be a  
no-brainer - don't hesitate!

Make your choice with confidence.

Why 

Tradinos?



OUR 


Services



Software Engineering 
Consultancy

Consultation with excellence 
and expertise!

Let our expert software engineers take 
your business to new heights of success. 
Our skilled professionals will handle all 
technical tasks, freeing you to focus on 
your vision and goals.

Trust us with the technical details and let 
our dedicated team help your business 
reach its full potential with top-quality 
solutions. Let us work alongside you to 
achieve the success you deserve.



UI/UX

Design

Our process is meticulously designed 
and executed in order to achieve a 
smooth transition to final reflections

We research, create personas, use empathy 
mapping, and create wireframes to design a 
seamless experience for our users.

User Experience Design

We craft our creation with visual appeal and 
a user-friendly interface, resulting in a 
product that combines functionality and 
simplicity, inviting full use.

User Interface Design



X-Cart 
Development

We offer X-Cart services for custom installation, 
design, integration, and maintenance of 
dynamic online stores and web portals.

Our team of eCommerce experts specializes 
in various shopping cart frameworks and can 
also provide consulting to bring your digital 
dream to life.

Let us help you succeed in your 
eCommerce journey.



Service Level 
Agreement (SLA)

It’s not goodbye!

Upon delivering our products, we implement 
best practices in web support to ensure a 
consistently high-quality and reliable 
experience for our valued clients.

To streamline communication and minimize 
potential bottlenecks, we utilize a critical-
based ticketing system. Our dedicated team 
is always available to provide assistance, with 
24/7 availability.



Dedicated Team 
Service

The dedicated team model is cost-effective as 
it eliminates the need for hiring and training 
new employees. It is task-focused, flexible and 
adaptable, making it an ideal solution for 
complex long-term projects that have the 
potential to expand.

Contact us today to learn more about how a 
dedicated team can benefit your business.



MVP Development 
Service

We understand that startups may not have 
current funding and may not have an 
existing system in place, which is why we 
offer a comprehensive service that includes 
NDA, multiple brainstorming sessions, user 
flow, list MVP features, product design, 
clickable prototype, product development, 
and the option to outsource tech support 
with our agile team of developers and 
designers or to build your own dedicated 
team with complete support and necessary 
services to assist during the transition.

Do you want to stand out from idea-only 
startups and get noticed by investors with a 
working MVP? Then our MVP Development 
Service is just for you!



DevOps 

Service

DevOps is the key to unlocking the full potential 
of your software development process. With our 
team of experts, we offer a comprehensive 
range of DevOps services, including 
consultancy, implementation, monitoring, and 
maintenance, to help you optimize your 
systems and increase efficiency.

Our DevOps service is tailored to meet your 
unique needs. Contact us today to learn more 
about how we can help take your software 
development process to the next level!



Development 

Service

Development Services are crucial for 
businesses that want to create custom 
software solutions that provide advanced 
and tailored functionality. These services 
allow companies to design, architect, and 
implement user-friendly and engaging 
software products that can be marketed to 
business users or individual consumers. This 
can be particularly beneficial for companies 
that may lack in-house IT resources and are 
looking to reduce development costs.

Want to learn more about how our 
Development Services can help your 
business? Contact us today!



OUR 


Tool kit





Step 1: Study and Analysis


Step 2: Sprint Design


Step 3: Design Approach


Step 4: Agile Development


Step 5: Quality Assurance


Step 6: Functionality and Security

Our Agile-Scrum process ensures every project 
is flawlessly executed, meeting all functional 
requirements and exceeding expectations.

We mainly follow six basic steps to create magic:

Partner with us for reliable, top-notch 
digital solutions.

OUR 

Process



OUR 


Projects



Monaco, Spain, France

Our Projects | Carlo

E-payments - Rewarding Start-up

Local economies struggle to attract and offer added 
value for customers against large business players.

Challenge/The problem

A mobile application that creates a network of local shops, 
supporting them with an effective cashback system to 
attract communities and support the local economy.

Solution/ Description

carloapp.com

https://carloapp.com/en/


Our Projects | Carlo

Skills and Tools Used

Main Features
 Transactions through bank account, cashback, and crypt
 Adding friends and splitting the payment with the
 Referring others and getting cashback for each transaction they d
 Reports for the wallet balance, transactions, and referral earnings.

Scrum

ProcessesServices offered
 Software Engineering Consultanc
 UI/UX Design
 Suppor
 DevOp
 Developmen
 SLA

Integrations
 Lemonway payment gatewa
 Sendinblu
 Firebas
 MoEngag
 Qor
 Google Analytics



Our Projects | MC CAB

The platform faced challenges in catering to the specific 
needs and restrictions of the Taxi management in Monaco, 
which had multiple layers based on drivers' location and 
status.

Challenge/The problem

An innovative approach to transportation and mobility to 
fulfill the high demand and increase user satisfaction, as 
well as taking the transportation sector in Monaco to a 
whole new level.

Solution/ Description

Transportation Mobility – Drivers Management platform Start-up

Monaco EU

taximonaco.com

http://taximonaco.com


Skills and Tools Used

Main Features
 On-demand orders and reservations with the high-level 

distribution
 Integration with taximeter devices to allow for out-of-app 

orders
 Integration with google maps, twilio, virtual ip pbx and e-

payment

Agile UX Scrum Agile development

Processes

Services offered
 UI/UX Desig
 Developmen
 SLA

Our Projects | MC CAB



Our Projects | Paquik

Shipping - logistics Start-up

International

Courier companies are struggling to meet the demand for quick delivery, 
resulting in potential delays of weeks for shipments. Additionally, the cost 
of using these services can be high and not all countries are supported, 
making it difficult for travelers to make money while on the go.

Challenge/The problem

An alternative solution is to use travelers to send items instead of 
couriers. This creates a win-win situation for both the sender and 
the traveler, as the sender gets their shipment delivered on time 
and the traveler earns money.

Solution/ Description

paquik.com

http://paquikcom


Our Projects | Paquik

Skills and Tools Used

Main Features
 Select origin and destination for shipment, add 

receiver info to pos
 Request VIP/emergency shipment handling by admin 

for added cos
 Share travel plans for pick up and delivery for profi
 Pay fixed percentage for insurance, with Paquik 

covering non-delivery cost

Scrum

Processes

Services offered
 Software Engineering Consultancy
 UI/UX Design
 Development
 SLA
 DevOps

Integrations
 Stripe
 Firebase



Our Projects | UNDP

Business and employment-focused – Education – Logistics

Nonprofit organization Syria

The challenge was to find the appropriate logic for a vast platform 
that caters to a user segment that represents the entire population 
of a country. Another challenge was addressing all the requirements 
and incorporating them into a user-friendly and easy-to-use design 
for the LMIS section.

Challenge/The problem

A robust solution was implemented to create a comprehensive 
portal for the main user, allowing them to navigate the site, 
apply for jobs, training, read/publish articles, and view labor 
market indicators.

Solution/ Description

LMIS – Labor Market 
Intelligence of Syria in 
collaboration with UNDP

www.undp.org

http://www.undp.org/syria


Main Features
 Building and updating C

 Searching and applying for job opportunitie
 Creating job openings and receiving application
 Finding training opportunitie
 Reading and creating research paper
 Accessing information about labor market indicators.

Agile UX

Processes

Services offered
UI/UX Design

Skills and Tools Used
 User experience desig

 User interface design

Our Projects |  UNDP



Monaco

Our Projects | Papyrus

Education - Social community Start-up

There is a need to establish a connection between students 
and alumni to provide guidance in career paths and facilitate 
private sessions.

Challenge/The problem

A website will be created that connects students with 
alumni from their university and provides a user-friendly 
tool for scheduling and conducting mentoring sessions.

Solution/ Description



Our Projects | MTIC

Skills and Tools Used

Main Features
 Ability to schedule sessions between students and alumn
 Option to join sessions through platforms such as Google Meet or Microsoft Team
 Mentorship opportunitie
 Rating system for mentors and student
 Chat function for communication between students, mentors, and alumni.

Kanban

Processes

Services offered
 UI/UX desig
 Developmen
 DevOp
 SLA



Our Projects | alBaraka

Security, ease of use, customizability and customer support 
were major challenges that had to be addressed during the 
development of the banking application.

Challenge/The problem

alBaraka app is a digital platform enabling users to easily 
fulfill their daily banking needs, alBaraka app helps users 
check their account balance, manage card statuses, and 
do most financial transactions easily.

Solution/ Description

Banking - Fintech Private bank

MENA

albaraka.com

http://albaraka.com


Skills and Tools Used

Main Features
 Profile managemen

 Account Managemen
 Various types of transfer
 Customer suppor
 QR code payment

Agile Scrum

Processes

Services offered
 UI/UX Desig
 Developmen
 DevOp
 SLA

Our Projects | alBaraka



GCC, USA

Our Projects | My Box

Shipping - Logistics SMB

For online shoppers, some stores don’t ship to specific locations.

Challenge/The problem

MyBox provides pseudo mail addresses in Kuwait, UAE, Canada, 
China, the United Kingdom, and the USA for online buyers whose 
actual location is unreachable via international services.

Solution/ Description

mybox.postaplus.com

http://mybox.postaplus.com


Our Projects | My Box

Skills and Tools Used

Main Features
 Browse shipment
 Track shipment
 Consolidatio
 MyBox plu
 Pay for shipmen
 Create virtual address

Waterfall

ProcessesServices offered
 UI/UX Desig
 DevOp
 Suppor
 Development

Integrations
 Knet P
 VISA P
 Master card P
 Posta plus core system



Spain

Our Projects | toddl.co

Parents struggling to find safe and suitable activities 
for their children, as well as service providers facing 
difficulties in gaining visibility among parents.

Challenge/The problem

The creation of a platform that enables service providers to 
post and promote their activities, camps, and events, 
making it easier for parents to find and enroll their children.

Solution/ Description

Education - Entertainment Start-up

toddl.co

https://toddl.co/


Skills and Tools Used

Main Features
 Dynamic scheduling options for parents to choose fro

 Dynamic time options for parents to selec
 Dynamic pricing options for parents to conside
 A "add to cart" feature for easy enrollment

Scrum

Processes

Services offered
 Software Engineering Consultanc
 UI/UX Desig
 Developmen
 SL
 DevOps.

Our Projects |  toddl.co



Our Projects | LitePOS

Retailers and wholesalers in the MENA region face high costs 
to set up their stores and expensive software and hardware 
to manage sales and inventory, as well as long queues at 
cash registers. They also face competition from e-
commerce and need a CRM system to encourage repeat 
customers.

Challenge/The problem

A cloud-based solution provides inventory management, point 
of sale through mobile devices, and a CRM system to increase 
sales. It also allows retailers to manage multiple branches, track 
revenue in real time, integrate with e-commerce platforms, and 
collect payments through NFC technology.

Solution/ Description

Financial - Logistic SAAS Service

GCC

litepos.com

http://litepos.com


Main Features
 Simple and easy to use cloud-based POS

 Supports barcode scanner, VAT types, and multiple payment methods
 Compatible with IOS, Android, and Windows
 Ability to make changes and updates in real-time across all branches
 Automatic logging and tracking of all transactions and inventory changes.

Scrum

ProcessesServices offered
 UI/UX Desig
 Developmen
 DevOp
 SLA

Our Projects | LitePOS

Skills and Tools Used



Our Projects | HiRO

Patients should have seamless and convenient 
access to their medical records at all times and 
from any location.

Challenge/The problem

Hiro health provides the first all-in-one SaaS 
solution by connecting patients and healthcare 
providers through its patients-centric products to 
revolutionize the healthcare system.

Solution/ Description

Health Start-up

MENA

hiro-health.com

http://hiro-health.com


Our Projects | HiRO

Skills and Tools Used

Main Features
 Nearby Doctor
 Telehealth Consultatio
 EHR Profil
 Browse all medical records: consultations, lab tests, and vaccines

Scrum

ProcessesServices offered
 Software Engineering Consultanc
 UI/UX Desig
 DevOp
 Suppor
 Developmen
 SLA

Integrations
 Knet P
 VISA P
 Master card P
 Posta plus core system



Our Projects | Howdy

Feedback - Customer Satisfaction Small Business

Europe - GCC

Clients always have issues communicating with their 
consumers to hear and get feedback about specific 
services or products.

Challenge/The problem

By using a combination of free tools like google Forms or 
survey monkey, along with a dashboard and data analysis 
tools, clients can easily communicate with consumers and 
gain valuable insights into the pros and cons of their 
services or products.

Solution/ Description

howdyapp.io

http://howdyapp.io


Our Projects | Howdy

Skills and Tools Used

Main Features
 Creating and designing survey
 Collecting consumer feedbac
 Dashboard for clients to review response
 Manage survey design

Scrum

Processes

Services offered
 UI/UX Desig
 Developmen
 DevOp
 SLA



Our Projects | BUZZN

Digital community - Entertainment Start-up

Monaco, EU

Hardships for Monaco residents to find new 
friends to hang out with and the difficulties 
they’re facing when booking at a restaurant.

Challenge/The problem

A Platform for users to reserve restaurant 
seats and meet new friends.

Solution/ Description



Skills and Tools Used

Main Features
 Matching with new peopl

 Reserving a seat at a restauran
 Selecting interests.

Scrum

Processes

Services offered
 UI/UX Desig
 Software Engineering Consultancy

Our Projects |  BUZZN



Our Projects | PostaPlus

Shipping - Logistics SMB

GCC, USA

E-commerce businesses often face challenges when 
it comes to logistics and shipping, especially when 
trying to expand beyond their borders.

Challenge/The problem

PostaPlus is a renowned logistics and shipping carrier 
that offers a comprehensive range of efficient shipping 
solutions to e-commerce businesses.

Solution/ Description

postaplus.com

https://www.postaplus.com/


Our Projects | PostaPlus

Skills and Tools Used

Main Features
 Create shipmen
 Track shipmen
 Request a quot
 Alert a pickup

Waterfall

ProcessesServices offered
 UI/UX Desig
 Development

 Dynamic content and desig
 Integration with Posta plus core system



Our Projects | Entreparents

Digital community Social start-up

Monaco, EU

Many parents experience feelings of isolation while 
raising their children and may struggle to find 
reliable and informative resources for parenting.

Challenge/The problem

A mobile application that connects parents, enabling 
them to communicate with each other, attend events 
together, and access valuable information about 
parenting.

Solution/ Description



Main Features
 Group chat functionality

 Opportunities for social events and gatherings
 Customizable content tailored to the specific stage of parenting
 Personalized profiles for each user.

Skills and Tools Used

Scrum

Processes

Services offered
 Software Engineering Consultanc
 UI/UX Desig
 DevOp
 SL
 Development

Our Projects |  Entreparents



Our Projects | Albait Alaalamy

Sales - workflow automation SMB

UAE

Creating offers and managing projects can be  
time-consuming and disorganized due to manual 
processes, which can negatively impact project progress 
and payment collection.

Challenge/The problem

Our web-based project management solution streamlines the 
process of creating offers and offers a structured approach to 
project management, including tracking project status and 
progress, and enabling timely payment collection.

Solution/ Description

alaalamy.com

http://alaalamy.com


Our Projects | Albait Alaalamy

Skills and Tools Used

Main Features
 Ticketing syste
 ERP (offer, item, customer, and user management
 Project management tools

Scrum

Processes

Services offered
 Software Engineering Consultanc
 Software Development
 Time and Material Contract



Our Projects | Swapp

The company was facing a challenge in expanding their 
business to the GCC region as they were unsure of how 
to properly localize their content to the Arabic language.

Challenge/The problem

The solution was to conduct localization for the project 
and adapt it to be suitable for the Arabic language.

Solution/ Description

Services SB

UAE - Hungary

joinswapp.com

http://joinswapp.com


Skills and Tools Used

Main Features
 The main feature of this solution is the 

implementation of RTL (right-to-left) 
interfaces.

Scrum

Processes

Services offered
 UI\UX Desig
 Development

Our Projects | Swapp



Our Projects | Berlitz Learning Management System

Enterprise SMB

International

The institute was facing challenges in organizing 
classes and managing student registration using 
traditional methods such as excel sheets.

Challenge/The problem

To address these challenges, the institute implemented a 
system to streamline the organization of classes and 
manage student registration. This system also allows for the 
planning, implementing, and assessing institution processes.

Solution/ Description

berlitz.com

https://www.berlitz.com/


Our Projects | Berlitz Learning Management System

Skills and Tools Used

Main Features
 App

 View placement test result
 Check the status of course
 Download course attachment
 Apply for a cours

 Dashboard
 Manage student registration for courses and placement test
 View reports for students, courses, and placement test
 Upload course attachments

Scrum

Processes

Services offered
 UI/UX Desig
 Developmen
 DevOp
 SLA



Our Projects | Stylie

Shopping for top brands online can be difficult due to the 
need to interact with retailers and the inconvenience of 
physically visiting a location.

Challenge/The problem

Stylie, an online fashion shop, provides an easy solution to this 
challenge through its clear categories, user-friendly interface, 
loyalty system, convenient payment options, fair prices, and 
more. It is considered one of the top online shops.

Solution/ Description

eCommerce Start-up

MENA



Our Projects | Stylie

Skills and Tools Used

Main Features
 Browsing product
 Viewing storie
 Placing order
 Accessing vouchers and offers

Scrum

Processes

Services offered
 Developmen
 UI/UX desig
 SL
 DevOps



Our Projects | Food On Time

eCommerce - Food Ordering SMB

MENA

The challenge: With a growing number of restaurants 
popping up in Damascus, it can be difficult for 
customers to find the best place to eat.

Challenge/The problem

FoodOnTime offers a comprehensive online food 
ordering which allows customers to easily discover 
local restaurants near their location, browse through 
restaurant menus and photos to find the perfect spot.

Solution/ Description

foodontime.com.ps

https://foodontime.com.ps/


Our Projects | Food On Time

Skills and Tools Used

Main Features
 Restaurant browsin
 Nearby restaurant
 Food ordering: delivery and pick u
 Discounts management

Scrum

Processes

Services offered
 UI Desig
 Developmen
 DevOp
 Suppor
 SLA



The customer is unaware of new services and offers, 
making it a challenge for promoters to reach them.

Challenge/The problem

A mobile app will be developed to allow promoters 
to easily and quickly activate services or offers for 
customers. Additionally, a rewards system will be 
implemented to motivate promoters to activate 
more services.

Solution/ Description

Work Force Management Enterprise

MENA

Our Projects | MTN

mtn.com

http://mtn.com


Skills and Tools Used

Main Features
 List of available services and offer

 Activation of service
 Rewards system for activating services.

Waterfall

Processes

Services offered
 UI desig
 Developmen
 Support

Our Projects | MTN



MTIC
Our Projects | MTIC

Logistics - automation SMB

MENA

MTIC is a trade and industry company that finds it hard to 
manage its shipping and logistics process, sales process, 
manufacturing process, experiments, and work force.

Challenge/The problem

The solution is a platform that fully automates their 
workflow along logistics, sales, and manufacturing with a 
mini CRM to manage their clients.

Solution/ Description

MTIC



Our Projects | MTIC

Skills and Tools Used

Main Features
 Shipments management and trackin
 Client’s balance report
 Reportin
 Manufacturing orders managemen
 Lab and experiments managemen
 Creating and tracking sales order

Waterfall Kanban

Processes

Services offered
 Software Engineering Consultanc
 Developmen
 DevOp
 SLA



Finding a reliable and efficient car washing service can 
be a challenge for many individuals in the UAE. With 
busy schedules and limited time, it can be difficult to 
find a service that fits their needs and schedule.

Challenge/The problem

Simply request a wash through the app and our 
team of professionals will come to your location to 
provide a thorough and high-quality wash. No more 
hassle or stress, just a clean car in no time.

Solution/ Description

Services SMB

UAE

Our Projects | Keno Car Wash

keno.ae

Kanban

ProcessesServices offered
 Development

https://www.kenoae


Our Projects | Wasilni

Transportation Start-up

Syria

Users are faced with numerous challenges when 
it comes to booking a taxi in a timely and reliable 
manner.

Challenge/The problem

Wasilni is a mobile application that facilitates easy 
booking of car rides with transparent pricing. Users 
can also schedule and track their trips, as well as 
view their ride history.

Solution/ Description

wasilni.com

http://wasilni.com


Our Projects | Wasilni

Skills and Tools Used

Main Features
 Driver searc
 Driver location trackin
 Ride histor
 Voucher system.

Scrum

Processes

Services offered
 UI/UX Desig
 Developmen
 DevOp
 SLA



MENA

Finding one place to order your favorite food and get it delivered 
to a specific location can be a hassle. With so many different 
options and platforms to choose from, it can be difficult to know 
where to find the best deals and the most delicious meals.

Challenge/The problem

Our service is the perfect solution to this problem, offering a wide 
variety of options from hundreds of restaurants in your city, with 
fast delivery, unlimited options, offers and vouchers, and four 
years of market experience.

Solution/ Description

E-commerce Start-up

Our Projects | BeeOrder

beeorder.com

http://beeorder.com


Skills and Tools Used

Main Features
 Browse nearby restaurants and their menu

 Food orderin
 Food deliver
 E-paymen
 Loyalty points syste
 Offers

Scrum

Processes

Services offered
 UI/UX Desig
 Developmen
 SLA

Our Projects | BeeOrder



We hope you had a great time exploring 
our collection of websites, mobile apps 
for both Android and iOS, and software 
solutions for both local machines and 
cloud systems.

If you're ready to add your chapter to 
the Tradinos legacy, don't hesitate to 
reach out and book your spot today.

Don’t be shy to say hi!

Contact us at

Follow us at

sales@tradinos.com

Tradinos.com

mailto:sales@tradinos.com
https://tradinos.com/

